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BACKGROUND
Androgen receptor (AR) signaling is the main driver of prostate
cancer progression and remains a crucial target for therapeutic intervention in late stages of the disease. While current antiandrogen
therapies that directly or indirectly target the AR ligand-binding
domain (LBD) are initially effective, resistance ultimately develops
and new methods of inhibiting the AR pathway are needed.

RESULTS
ANITACs potently degrade AR

EPI-8207 shows robust potency in inhibiting AR transcriptional activity driven by AR-FL, AR-V7,
or AR-V567es
LNCaP

Recent advances in targeted protein degradation using the PROteolysis TArgeting Chimera (PROTAC) technology demonstrate that
AR-LBD targeted PROTACs can selectively degrade AR but not
splice variant forms of AR that are found in advanced castration-resistant prostate cancer (CRPC) patients.
We recently demonstrated that targeting the N-terminal domain
(NTD) of the AR by anitens (small molecule inhibitors) represents a
novel method of blocking AR signaling that can bypass LBD-related
drug resistance mechanisms. By developing an aniten-based bifunctional degrader (ANITAC™ for ANITen bAsed Chimera), our goal is
to eliminate any forms of AR proteins found in CRPC patients including LBD mutants and LBD truncated variants that can potentially
drive disease progression.
Anitens are first-in-class AR NTD inhibitors
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* LNCaP95 expresses both AR-FL and AR-V7
* CWR-R1-D567 expresses AR-V567es only

AR-driven transcriptional activity was assessed using a probasin
promoter (LNCaP, CWR-R1-D567) or PSA promoter driven luciferase reporter (LNCaP95).

AR degradation was monitored 24h after treatment in HiBiT-tagged endogenous full-length AR (AR-FL)
expressing 22Rv1 cell line (PromegaTM) using Nano-Glo HiBiT Lytic detection system.

EPI-8207 degrades both full-length and LBDtruncated AR but not NTD truncated AR

EPI-8207 degrades clinically relevant resistance driving AR
mutants

ANITACs are aniten based bifunctional protein degraders

EPI-8207 suppresses AR-regulated gene expression

AR-regulated genes expression was analyzed using AR custom panel on
nCounter System platform (NanoString).
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SUMMARY

ANITACs have the potential to degrade any form of clinically relevant
AR including LBD mutants and LBD truncated splice variants via the
ubiquitin proteasome system (UPS)

MDA PCa 2b cell line expressing L702H/T878A
VCaP

● EPI-8207 is an early ANITAC lead, which shows robust potency degrading AR. It degrades AR splice variants lacking LBD and clinically
relevant AR mutants as well.
● EPI-8207 exhibits high potency in inhibiting AR-dependent transcription.

Dox-inducible AR45 expressing stable 293T cell line

. AR degradation was measured 24h after treatment by WB across cell lines.
* MLN4924 inhibits cullin-RING E3 ligase by inactivating NEDD8-activating enzyme

● ANITACs are the first bifunctional AR degraders targeting the ARNTD.

AR degradation was measured 24h after treatment by western blot across cell lines.
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